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KIZER 2019
Each year, we spread our wings and expanded into unknown territories and different disciplines to further test ourselves.  From 
these, sometimes far-flung, voyages, we've opened our eyes to a brighter horizon and brought back exciting experiences that 
we applied to improve KIZER further.

In 2019, we are returning to our roots, and continue to grow our portofolio of products. With our newfound knowledge from the 
wide outdoor adventure arenas, we bring to you, in the coming year, blades and tools that feature the same enthusiats' passion, 
drive for precision, and uncompromised performance, that set us apart from the very beginning.
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NEW

The bigger brother of 
the Begleiter, this tough 
reinforcement puts your mind at 
ease, slices through the troubles, 
and leaves nothing to chance.

AZO

Domin Mini    V3516

Handle: G10
Steel: N690 Overall: 6.86"

Weight: 2.93oz"
System: Washer Blade Length: 2.89"

AZO
N1

N2

N3

N4
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NEW NEW
AZO

Maestro   Ki4529

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium 
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 8.32"

Weight: 7.45oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball Bearings Blade Length: 3.57”                

Named “the companion”, this 
will be the knife to accompany 
its owner through all of the  daily 
tasks that needs a quick blade.  
Slim and lightweight,this perfect 
EDC knife disappears into 
pockets or purse, appearing at 
the most opportune
time to serve.

Adept at every role is the Maestro.  The blade 
bears that distintiction is a virtuoso at no less.  The 
opening action from any angle is silky smooth 
and effortless with any style of opening.  The large 
thumb-hole allows multiple positions to flicker the 
blade into the open; the caged ceramic ball-bearing 
boots a fast flipper action; geometric decorations 
on the handle offers unprecedented traction 
during hard use; and the robust reverse-tanto 
blade combines utility and durabitlity without 
compromise.

AZO

Begleiter   Ki4458

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 8.18"

Weight: 2.93oz"
System:Caged Ceramic Ball Bearings Blade Length: 3.54"

T1

T2
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Each day, we race through 
countless scenarios requiring 
quick shifts in tactics to resolve.  
Whether you choose to “rise 
against the machines” or 
negotiate passionately, we have the 
instruments to help you make your 

points clearly.

AZO

Envoy  Ki3493

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Overall: 6.94''
Weight: 2.88oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 2.99''

Steel: CPM-S35VN

"Don't leave home without it" 
declares the handle in ancient 
script , and that's exactly how we 
feel about the Zugang. Anywhere 
you might need a beauty with a 
dangerous edge, the Zugang will 
be by your side to separate you 
from harm. Handle Script Literal 
Translation: Permitted in Ten 
Thousand Countries.

AZO

Zugang  Ki4439

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Overall: 8.43''
Weight: 5.18oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.71''

Steel: CPM-S35VN

Unique and elegant, the Kesmec 
swims alongside its pack in the 
ocean of life.  Whether pursuing 
peace of mind or chasing dreams, 
the Kesmec with its ergonomic 
Titanium handle and razor sharp 
S35VN will stand tall with a rare 

mix of aesthetic and functions.

AZO

Kesmec  Ki4461

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Overall: 7.95''
Weight: 5.30oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.54''

Steel: CPM-S35VN

Unique and elegant, the Kesmec 
swims alongside its pack in the 
ocean of life.  Whether pursuing 
peace of mind or chasing dreams, 
the Kesmec with its ergonomic 
Titanium handle and razor sharp 
S35VN will stand tall with a rare 

mix of aesthetic and functions. 

AZO

Kesmec  V4461

Handle: G10
Overall: 8.14''
Weight: 4.81oz
System: WasherBlade Length: 3.58''

Steel: VG10/N690

A1

A1/N1

A2/N2
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Rock solid, the Basalt is a 
monolith standing
solemnly at attention after the 
firestorm of heated emotion 
passes and cooler heads prevails. 
Never wavering support in a 
moment of crisis, captured in
Titanium and S35VN for your 
daily exploration of   the urban 

jungle.

AZO

Basalt  Ki4505

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 7.91''

Weight: 3.99oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.48''

The bigger brother of the Begleiter, 
this  tough reinforcement puts 
your mind at ease, slices through 
the troubles, and leaves nothing to 
chance.

AZO

Domin  V4516

Handle: G10
Overall: 8.05''
Weight: 3.66oz
System: WasherBlade Length: 3.46''

Steel: VG10

Named "the companion",  this 
will be the knife to accompany its 
owner through all of the  daily tasks 
that needs a quick blade.  Slim and 
lightweight,this perfect EDC knife 
disappears into pockets or purse, 
appearing at the most opportune

time to serve.

AZO

Begleiter  V4458

Handle: G10
Overall: 8.17''
Weight: 3.88oz
System: WasherBlade Length: 3.58''

Steel: VG10

A1A1

A2A2

A3A3

A4
A4
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A true classic from the mind of 
DDR. The Gunhammer features 
a 3D machined Titanium handles 
and pocket clip for a truly unique 
handle experience,  whether 
or EDC, utility or self-defense 
p u r s u i t s .  T h e  m e s m e r i z i n g 
Radian Recurve blade thrills as 
it awes the eyes; the Bowie blade 
presents plenty of belly for a true 
utilitarian workhorse that packs 
a punch.

Darrel Ralph

Gunhammer   Ki4501

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 7.93''

Weight: 4.78oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.50''

A1

A2
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A robust and nimble EDC folder,
the Escort will accompany you  
every step of the way. Hidden 
with the tip up/tip down deep 
carry pocket clip and a reserved 
appearance,the Escort may be 
subdued in its looks but will 

astound in its performance..

One of the most versatile EDC 
folders, Rogue is perfectly suited as 
a small, lightweight Urban Carry.
From a letter opener to an 
extremely effective self-defense tool, 
the Rogue features an ergonomic
handle with jimping and a modified
wharncliffe blade with multiple grip 
rests. This is the go-to compact 
knife for the fans of the Wharncliffe 
blade!

Dirk Pinkerton    Dirk Pinkerton    

Escort   Ki4481Rogue   Ki3480

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Overall: 7.94''
Weight: 5.44oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.50''

Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium

Overall: 7.14''
Weight: 4.01oz
System: WasherBlade Length: 3.05''

Steel: CPM-S35VN
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Robust, functional and easy to carry, 
well-suited for either the great plains 
or the sly gambler's vest, the Little 
River bowie showcases the praised 
functionality of the traditional clip point 
bowie in a compact form.  A great knife 
always at the ready for any task from 
the field to the shop to self defense.

The iconic Pinkerton Lancer!  
The short wide canted handle 
with deep finger choil locks the 
hand in position for an instinctive 
secure grip, no matter forward 
grip or reverse grip as the situation 
demands.  A wide blade influenced 
by the distinctive Scottish dirk 
pattern, in full tang, provides the 
power to the Lancer.  Whether in 
side carry or the preferred appendix 
carry, the Lancer is quick to 
enter, and end, any trouble.

Dirk Pinkerton    Dirk Pinkerton    

Little River Bowie   1029Lancer   1028

Handle: G10
Overall: 8.84''
Weight: 6.14oz
System: KydexBlade Length: 4.48''

Steel: 1095
Handle: G10

Overall: 8.50''
Weight: 5.69oz
System: KydexBlade Length: 4.75''

Steel: CPM-S35VN

Power and Authority are embodied 
in the Nomad.  Inspired by the tribal 
designs of the Khanjar dagger, the 
Nomad features a powerful upswept 
blade and 3D carved ergonomic handle. 
Simple and effective, Nomad gives 
control and versatility in any cutting 

task you have.

Dirk Pinkerton 

Nomad  Ki4482

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 8.736''

Weight: 5.11oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length:3.787''

A1

A2
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NEW

Standing out from the crowd 
with its symmetrical lines, this 
"Kizer Soze" will be the highlight 
in your collection's line-up in 
spection as you search for the 
"usual suspects" for a night on the 
town with the crew.

 

Elijah Isham 

Söze  Ki4513  

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 8.30''

Weight: 3.60oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.65''

A1

A2
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Elijah Isham     

One of the first designs in Isham Design's 
Simple Series featuring the motif of "Edge 
Below Hidden Flipper Tab", the Theta is an 
utilitarian folder designed with clean straight 
lines incorporating a clear geometric theme, 
making for a straight forward EDC carry piece 
that bursts with visual appeal.

Theta   Ki4514

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Overall: 7.48''
Weight: 3.99oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.22''

Steel: CPM-S35VN

A more pocketable version of the 
Megatherium, this little monster 
will sleep in the pocket till its 
needed.  The modified Santoku 
blade will shear through any trouble 
that comes its way and do it in 
impeccable style with the Carbon 
Fiber handles lending it flair while 
making the job seem easy.

Elijah Isham   

Minitherium   Ki3502

Handle: Carbon Fiber
Overall: 7.11''
Weight: 2.64oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 2.95''

Steel: CPM-S35VN

A folding Santoku for the outdoor chef, 
the Megatherium is a showcase of the 
"edge below tab" flipper system of 
Isham's design.  Its wide blade excels 
at tasks requiring a firm slicing motion, 
the psuedo-choil allows for a close 
choke-up for delicate tasks and the 
flipper becomes hidden when the knife
 is opened for unobstructed optimal 
performance. 

Elijah Isham   

Megatherium   Ki4502L

Handle:  Titanium/Carbon Fiber
Overall: 8.62''
Weight: 5.42oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.65''

Steel: CPM-S35VN

L1

L2

A folding Santoku for the outdoor 
chef, the Megatherium is a 
showcase of the "edge below tab" 
flipper system of Isham's design.  Its 
wide blade excels at tasks requiring 
a firm slicing motion, the psuedo-
choil allows for a close choke-up 
for delicate tasks and the flipper 
becomes hidden when the knifeis 
opened for unobstructed optimal 
performance. 

Elijah Isham     

Megatherium   Ki4502

Handle:Titanium/Carbon Fiber
Overall: 8.62''
Weight: 5.43oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.65''

Steel: CPM-S35VN

A1

A2
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NEW

The 'Sequoia' is a mid sized fixed blade 
that was designed by Eric during a hike 
in the Sequoia national forest. 
He wanted a knife that could perform 
any camping task with ease, 
but also function in many bushcrafting 
and survival scenarios.  The original 
Sequoia has been his personal camp 
knife for years and after many months 
of testing, we bring you the 'Sequoia' 
collaboration.

Eric Garza 

Sequoia  1022  

Handle: G10
Steel: 1095 Overall: 8.04''

Weight: 6.12oz
System: KydexBlade Length: 3.78''

A1

A2
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Aptly named, the SLT (Slim Line 
Tactical) designed by John Gray 
fits into the hand with each sweep 
of the handle's ergonomic curve, 
crafted in Titanium.  Whether in a 
board meeting or out in an arena, 
the SLT will be your guardian 
with style.

The GPB1 (Gray's Pocket Brute 1), 
true to its name, is a muscle knife 
executed with supreme finesse.  
The generous blade with the cutting 
edge positioned below the grips is 
the perfect companion in all tasks, 
from the kitchen counter to  hard 
uses in the field. 

John Gray  

S.L.T   Ki4474GPB1   Ki4473

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Overall: 8.52''
Weight: 5.71oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length:3.59''

Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium

Overall: 8.48''
Weight: 7.05oz
System: WasherBlade Length: 3.48''

Steel: CPM-S35VN

John Gray  

A1

A2
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NEW

Drawing inspiration from classic 
hunting blades, the Hunter series 
are the perfect companions for all 
of life's tough situations that 
demand a stout edge.  Tested 
in numerous Virginia hunts, 
the dynamic design will be 
indispensable in the quest for 
wild trophy or inner peace. 

Justin Gingrich 

Hunter  V3416

Handle: G10
Steel: 154CM Overall: 7.28''

Weight: 3.90oz
System: WasherBlade Length: 2.99''

C1

C2
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Boosted by a powerful spring, the 
Assist will jump into action with 
lightning speed.  Razor Sharp 
S35VN blade, window punch 
at the pommel, the Assist is the 
perfect companion for any 
occasion or that special place in 

your Go-Bag.  

Justin Gingrich

Assist  Ki4448

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium+ Black G10
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 7.20''

Weight: 4.05oz
System: Spring AssistedBlade Length: 3.01''

Back to basics with the GTI 
designed Bush knife. The elegant 
simple design belies a full featured 
outdoorsman tool.  Full flat 
ground blade perfected suited for 
light chopping and slicing 
as well as game preparation, 
contoured handle handles camp 
chores with ease, and not to be 
forgotten, a squared-off spine to 
throw sparks  on a flint for those 

cold nights! 

Justin Gingrich

Bush  1034

Handle: G10
Steel: 1095 Overall: 9.05''

Weight: 6.13oz
System: KydexBlade Length: 5.05''

A1

A2
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Embodiment of the fact size does 
not equate capability, the Feist is 
a compact knife with sleek lines.  
Similar to a traditional slipjoint 
but upgrade with flowing 
modern outline and S35VN 
premium steel, this front flipper 
stands out from the crowd. Full 
of energy and spunky, a "feisty" 

knife indeed!

Justin Lundquist

Feist   Ki3499 

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 6.54''

Weight: 2.58oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 2.83''
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Wherever the path may take you, 
this is the companion with 
whom to share the journey.  
Subtle curves in the handle 
meld into the palm, leading to a 
utilitarian blade suitable for all 
purposes for a modern vagabond.  
Slim yet filling the hand with purpose, 
the Wanderer will be ready to 
answer the need at any time.

Justin Lundquist  

Wanderer  Ki4500

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 8.06''

Weight: 4.76oz
System: WasherBlade Length: 3.44''

Embodiment of the fact size does 
not equate capability, the Feist is 
a compact knife with sleek lines.  
Similar to a traditional slipjoint 
but upgrade with flowing 
modern outline and S35VN 
premium steel, this front flipper 
stands out from the crowd.  Full 
of energy and spunky, a "feisty" 
knife indeed!

Justin Lundquist

Feist   Ki3499s

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 6.54''

Weight: 2.58oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 2.83''
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"Veni, Vidi, Vici", from those 
immortal words of Julius Caesar 
was born the inspiration for our 
legendary V3 model line.  The 
model that established Kizer as a 
force to be reckoned with in today's 
knife market, we proudly 
present the new V3 line-up!

The power of flight has always 
fascinated men, the Aileon is a 
tribute to the mysterious power of 
wings.  No fragile feather made this 
knife, Titanium and S35VN forms 
the bones and sinew of our Aileon 
to lift you high into adventure.

Kim Ning  

Activ Bantam   Ki3404A3Aileon       Ki3304B

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Overall: 7.01''
Weight: 3.1oz
System: WasherBlade Length: 3.02''

Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium

Overall: 7.91''
Weight: 3.77oz
System: WasherBlade Length: 3.44''

Steel: CPM-S35VN

Kim Ning  
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"Veni, Vidi, Vici", from those 
immortal words of Julius Caesar 
was born the inspiration for our 
legendary V3   model line.  The 
model that established Kizer as a 
force to be reckoned with in today's 
knife market, we proudly present 
the new V3 line-up!.

"Veni, Vidi, Vici", from those 
immortal words of Julius Caesar 
was born the inspiration for our 
legendary V3   model line.  The 
model that established Kizer as a 
force to be reckoned with in today's 
knife market, we proudly present 
the new V3 line-up!.

Kim Ning  

Vigor   V3403V3   Ki401B

Handle: G10
Overall: 6.87''
Weight: 4.11oz
System: WasherBlade Length: 2.99''

Steel: VG10/N690
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium

Overall: 8.35''
Weight: 4.90oz
System: WasherBlade Length: 3.58''

Steel: CPM-S35VN

Kim Ning  

A warning in the bushes of the 
American Southwest, the 
Rattle snake will always warn 
first then prepare its deadly attack.  
The Rattler will serve to keep the 
everyday dangers far from you, 
and when necessary, bare its 
fangs and strike true! 

When buffeted by current from 
all sides in the river of daily life, 
the Shoal, the Sandbar, will 
stand against the tide and bring 
you a harbor of stability for balance.  
With the 3D Titanium handle and 
S35VN blade flying into full display 
with the Ball-Bearing Pivot, its 
highlighted blue anodized pivot 
and screws will make you the envy 
of all the by-standers. 

Kim Ning  

Rattler   Ki4470     Shoal    Ki4469

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Overall: 8.08''
Weight: 4.48oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length:3.59''

Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium

Overall: 9.46''
Weight: 5.14oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.57''

Steel: CPM-S35VN

Kim Ning  

A1A1A1/N1

A2A2A1/N2
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In its sinuous curves lies the whisper 
of the hidden side in all of us.  
With each opening of the Alter 
Ego, more and more you will find 
inseparable from its lithe handle 
and smooth action.

Each day, we race through 
countless scenarios that require 
quick shifts in tactics to resolve.  
Whether you choose to “rise 
against the machines” or negotiate 
passionately, we have the 
instruments to help you make your 
points clearly.

Kim Ning  

Alter Ego   Ki4492  Uprising   Ki4491

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Overall: 8.17''
Weight: 4.94oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.55''

Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium

Overall: 8.22''
Weight: 5.59oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.60''

Steel: CPM-S35VN

Kim Ning  
The Sovereign series blazes its 
entry into the world with auspicious 
beginnings, ancient eastern artistic 
heritage merging in harmony with 
modern design

Slim and easy to fit into the 
busiest schedule, the Sliver 
is the aide that's adept at finding 
the ideal place to stay hidden, 
appearing at the most opportune 
times to make the day end on 
a high note.  

Kim Ning  

Sovereign   V4423 Sliver   Ki4419

Handle: G10
Overall: 8.19''
Weight: 5.47oz
System: WasherBlade Length: 3.58''

Steel: VG10/N690
Handle: Aluminium

Overall: 8.27''
Weight: 2.86oz
System: WasherBlade Length: 3.54''

Steel: CPM-S35VN

Kim Ning  

A1

A2

A1/N1
A1

A1/N2

A2

A1/N3

A3

A4
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From the collaboration of 
Laconico and Vagnino comes 
this powerful recurved blade 
housed in beautiful stonewashed 
Titanium handles that is a wonder 
of ergonometric study.  Ball-
Bearing pivot and 3D machined 
Titanium clip further outfit the 
Lancer 2, equally comfortable 
in any grip position,locking up 
without a shadow of doubt.

LV KNIVES 

Lancer 2   Ki4495

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 7.68''

Weight: 4.05oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.31''
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Straight forward with no 
holdbacks, the Flashbang hits like 
a ton of bricks.  Powerful blade 
kicks into the fray with the flipper 
tab, combined with G10 handles 
contoured for easy handling, the 
Flashbang will be burnt into the 
memory of those who see it  in 
action.

Matt Cucchiara

Flashbang   V3454

Handle: G10
Steel: N690 Overall: 7.28''

Weight: 2.84oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.07''

N1

N2
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A good dog is a faithful 
companion  that will guard your 
back in any trouble spot.  The 
Bad Dog will do all that and 
more, with a fist full of attitude.  
A distinct recurve blade of razor 
sharp steel  adds to the bite of the 
Bad Dog as it chases away evil 
and makes sure it never returns.

Matt Cucchiara

Bad dog   V3463

Handle: G10
Steel: VG10/N690 Overall: 6.92''

Weight: 2.72oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 2.98''

With "the G10 handle grooved 
for security and comfort", the 
Dukes will be sure to stand out.  
Its true EDC size and stellar 
design style makes this knife a 
treasure to hold.  Smooth action 
with ceramic bearings and steel 
lock bar insert further add to the  
premium folder that will be your 
ace up your sleeve.

Matt Cucchiara

Dukes   V3466

Handle: G10
Steel: N690 Overall: 7.18''

Weight: 2.66oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 2.99''

A1/N1

A2/N2

N1

N2
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Patterned after the Degnan MC in 
appreciation to long-time friend 
and mentor Matt Cucchiara, we at 
Kizer joined him in paying tribute 
to one of our top designers by 
creating a flipper and a thumb-stud 
versions in celebrating the diversity 
of styles. 

Patterned after the Degnan MC in 
appreciation to long-time friend 
and mentor Matt Cucchiara, we at 
Kizer joined him in paying tribute 
to one of our top designers by 
creating a flipper and a thumb-stud 
versions in celebrating the diversity 
of styles.

Matt Degnan  

Guru   Ki3504KGuru   Ki3504A

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Overall: 7.43''
Weight: 4.02oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 2.97''

Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium

Overall: 7.43''
Weight: 3.98oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 2.97''

Steel: CPM-S35VN

Matt Degnan  

A1 K1

A2 K2
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Derived from the acclaimed 
Degnan Kane XL, Kane is a 
sensation tactical blade standing 
at the ready, always.  The 
harpoon style blade sswings out 
whisper quiet on caged ball-
bearing pivot action between full 
Titanium handles accentuated 
with sparking blue anodized 
pivot and screws.

Matt Degnan

Kane   V4467

Handle: G10
Steel: VG10/N690 Overall: 8.44''

Weight: 6.84oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball Bearings Blade Length: 3.48''

With the G10  frame and N690  
blade, this compact knife will be 
a survivor in more than just the 
name!  No matter where you 
conceal the compact Roach, it will 
find opportunities to present itself 
during moments when you need it 
the most.  Adorned with hand 
hugging curves, this Roach will be 
the one you cannot bear to
put down.

With the Titanium frame and 
S35VN blade, this compact knife 
will be a survivor in more than just 
the name!  No matter where you 
conceal the compact Roach, it will 
find opportunities to present itself 
during moments when you need it 
the most.  Adorned with hand 
hugging curves, this Roach will be 
the one you cannot bear to 
 put down.

Matt Degnan  

Roach   V4477Roach   Ki4477

Handle: G10
Overall: 8.32''
Weight: 6.38oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.50''

Steel: N690
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium

Overall: 8.32''
Weight: 7.00oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.50''

Steel: CPM-S35VN

Matt Degnan  

A1/N1

N1

A2/N2     N2
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Play with the bulls and you'll get the horns, 
as the sayings go.  The Toro embodies the 
essence of that warning in its full glory.  Slim 
ergonomic handles avoiding hot spots 
facilitates a comfortable grip in any angle, 
ample blade-to-handle ratio provides plentiful 
of cutting surface to fit any need.  A full 
sculpted backspacer protects the edge when 
closed and featuring a hardenedlock bar insert 
unique to the Diskin design. 

Matt Diskin

Toro   Ki4503

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 8.83''

Weight: 5.82oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.96''
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Third time is the charm as 
Matthew delved into the 
wharncliffe blade style designs.
An all around EDC to handle 
every task,this is one knife that 
hits the sweet spot.

Matthew Christensen 

Critical    Ki4508

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 8.64''

Weight: 6.34oz
System: Ki4508:Caged Ceramic Ball Bearings / Ki4508A:WasherBlade Length: 3.59''

A1
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NEW

From the minds of Michael 
Vagnino and Tom Ferry comes 
the Everflush backbar, the 
signature feature of the unique 
Zipslip.  An update to the 
traditional slipjoint, the Everflush 
backbar made it easy to add one-
hand opening to the timeless 
design and incorporates the 
"everywhere carry" principle 
worldwide.

Michael Vagnino

Zipslip   V3507

Handle: G10
Steel: N690 Overall: 6.83”

Weight: 3.16oz
System: WasherBlade Length: 2.84''

N1

N2

N3

Slip Joint
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From the minds of Michael 
Vagnino and Tom Ferry comes 
the Everflush backbar, the 
signature feature of the unique 
Zipslip.  An update to the 
traditional slipjoint, the Everflush 
backbar made it easy to add one-
hand opening to the timeless 
design and incorporates the 
"everywhere carry" principle 
worldwide.

Michael Vagnino

Zipslip   Ki3507

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 6.83''

Weight: 3.66oz
System: WasherBlade Length: 2.84''

A hand filling handle with a wide 
blade, the Desert Dog was born 
in response to requests from the 
warriors of the armed forces.
Always searching, this hound craves 
the next adventure.

When opened, the ingeniously 
hidden flipper on the Velox 2 adds 
to the agile mix of form and 
function while maintaining an 
innocuous image to the casual 
eye.  "Low Profile" was the key 
inspiration for this knife.  It blends 
seamlessly into your everyday life 
till it's time to cut  your troubles 
away.

Michael Vagnino 

Desert Dog   Ki4496Velox 2   Ki4478

Handle: Carbon Fiber
Overall: 7.46''
Weight: 4.75oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.17''

Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium

Overall: 7.77''
Weight: 4.81oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.37''

Steel: CPM-S35VN

Michael Vagnino  

Slip Joint
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Echoing the quick and deadly 
dagger, this Barbosa will be 
a faithful defender of your honor.  
Easily hidden, its deadly edge will 
stay in peace until a corsair, 
on land or sea, dares to raise 
his hand to endanger your safety.

Yamakasi (pronounced Ya-Makasi), the Congolese 
word embodying the concept of "Strength in 
One's Self", also has the distinction of being the 
name of the first Parkour group.  Just as in the art 
of Parkour, where creativity and uniqueness are 
prized attributes, you will find the Yamakasi to be 
a stunning creation from Mikkel Willumsen.  A 
classic Willumsen design, its martial heritage 
evident in the intricate flowing surfaces and grinds 
of the knife, the Yamakasi flows through every 
drill aided by its secure Titanium handles and the 
lightening holes precisely drilled into the S35VN 
blade.

Mikkel Willumsen

Barbosa   V3487Yamakasi   Ki4489

Handle: G10 
Overall: 7.05''
Weight: 3.07oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 2.98''

Steel: VG10/N690 
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium

Overall: 8.06''
Weight: 5.07oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.49''

Steel: CPM-S35VN

Mikkel Willumsen

A1/N1

A2/N1
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On first sight, you might think 
this is a “baaad” knife, but 
that’s only the tip of the 
iceberg.  Hold it in your hand 
and feel its power, you will 
realize without a doubt this is a 
“Superbad” blade looking to 
unleash its power.

Mikkel willumsen 

SuperBad Recurve Bowie   1015

Handle: G10 
Steel: VG10 Overall: 8.75''

Weight: 7.41oz
System: KydexBlade Length: 4.72''

On first sight, you might think 
this is a "baaad" knife, but that's 
only the tip of the iceberg. Hold 
it in your hand and feel its power, 
you will realize without a doubt 
this is a "Superbad" blade looking 
to unleash its power.

Mikkel willumsen 

SuperBad Drop-Point    1017

Handle: G10
Steel: VG10 Overall: 8.76”

Weight: 7.73oz
System: KydexBlade Length: 4.73''

A1
A1

A2

A2
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From military/LE to bushcraft 
applications, whether in summer 
heat or frigid cold,the Salient 
E613 was designed for all 
contingencies.  The contoured 
handles is conducive to a non-
slip grip and has plenty of 
room for gloved hands, and 
when combined with corrosion 
resistant coated 1095 blade, this 
is the partner for your field work.

Morgan Koens

Salient E613   1023

Handle: G10
Steel: 1095 Overall: 11.97”

Weight: 13.4oz
System: KydexBlade Length: 6.17''

A1

A2
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Along the Atlantic coast was 
born the Matanzas folders, 
embodying the ferocity of the 
"Matanzas(Slaughter)" river yet 
tempered with the history of 
old St. Augustine. An excellent 
platform to utilize a full scale 
inlay, the ultra thin profile of 
the Matanzas disappears in the 
pocket, but instantly deploys 
when you need it. A full titanium 
frame with an S35VN blade 
ensures you're carrying the best 
safety precaution.

Nick Swan 

Matanzas   Ki4510

Handle: Titanium+Carbon Fiber
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 7.99''

Weight: 4.01oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.44''

A1

A2
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NEW

A lifelong lover and breeder of 
dogs, Ray has named this design 
after one of his favorite breeds.  
Taking after its namesake, this 
mid-sized flipper is a hard 
working knife that will quickly 
grow on its owner and bring 
hours of  joy .  Two distinct style 
(with or without hole on the 
handle) provides various options 
for grips to fits its owner.

Ray Laconico

Yorkie   Ki3525

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Steel: CPM-S35VN'' Overall: 6.17”

Weight: 2.93oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 2.57''

A1

A2
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The Gemini is derived from the 
sought after Jasmine model by Ray. 
It is a "twin" of the Jasmine, but 
with subtle changes that moves the 
Gemini into its own. A gorgeous 
blade of N690 steel is set into G10 
handles for secure handling."

Ray Laconico

Gemini   V3471

Handle: G10
Steel: VG10/N690 Overall: 7.24''

Weight: 3.75oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.13''

The Gemini is derived from the 
sought after Jasmine model by Ray. 
It is a "twin" of the Jasmine, but 
with subtle changes that moves the 
Gemini into its own. A gorgeous 
blade of S35VN steel is set into 
silver contoured Titanium handles 
for smooth handling."

The Gemini is derived from the 
sought after Jasmine model by Ray. 
It is a "twin" of the Jasmine, but 
with subtle changes that moves the 
Gemini into its own. A gorgeous 
blade of S35VN steel is set into 
silver contoured Titanium handles 
for smooth handling."

Ray Laconico

Gemini   Ki3471LGemini   Ki3471

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Overall: 7.24''
Weight: 3.70oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.13''

Steel: CPM-S35VN
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium

Overall: 7.24''
Weight: 3.70oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.13''

Steel: CPM-S35VN

Ray Laconico

A1/N1

A2/N2
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Combining the compact ergonomic 
design of the Gemini with the power 
of the Intrepid harpoon blade, 
the Ursa Minor is a unique fusion 
standing apart  from the crowd. 

Ray Laconico

Ursa Minor   Ki3472

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 7.25''

Weight: 4.07oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.12''

Be fearless with the Intrepid in your 
hand.  A high caliber folder with a clip 
point providing great utility for all tasks.  
VG10/N690  steel and G10 combined 
with a outstanding blade-to-handle 
ratio to give the user awesome control 
and cutting power.  No edge goes 
unnoticed on the Intrepid,the entire 
handle is contoured for comfort and the 
contrasting blue anodized pivot 
will provide a distinct separation
 from the crowd as you brave 
your adventures.  

Be fearless with the Intrepid in your hand.  A high 
caliber folder with a clip point providing great 
utility for all tasks.  S35VN steel and titanium 
handle, combined with a outstanding blade-to-
handle ratio to give the user awesome control 
and cutting power.  No edge goes unnoticed on 
the Intrepid,the entire handle is contoured for 
comfort and the contrasting blue anodized pivot 
will provide a distinct separation from the crowd 
as you brave your adventures.

Ray Laconico

Intrepid   V4468Intrepid   Ki4468

Handle: G10
Overall: 8.23''
Weight: 5.19oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.64''

Steel: VG10/N690
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium

Overall: 8.23''
Weight: 5.74oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.64''

Steel: CPM-S35VN

Ray Laconico

A1/N1

A2/N2
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NEW

Unique in appearance, the C01c 
sings praise of its inspiration, the 
epitome of multi-tasking excellence, 
the Cleaver.  Fusing a comfortable 
curved handle with a full blade 
wielding formidable chopping 
power, this knife cuts through the 
myriad of troubles 
with power!

Sheepdog 

C01c Mini   Ki3488

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 6.19''

Weight: 3.25oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length:2.63''
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Unique in appearance, the C01c 
sings praise of its inspiration, the 
epitome of multi-tasking excellence, 
the Cleaver.  Fusing a comfortable 
curved handle with a full blade 
wielding formidable chopping 
power, this knife cuts through the 
myriad of troubles with power!

Sheepdog 

C01c Mini   Ki3488D  

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Steel: Damasteel-Odin Heim / Damasteel-Vinland Overall: 6.19''

Weight: 3.25oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 2.63''

Unique in appearance, the C01c 
sings praise of its inspiration, the 
epitome of multi-tasking excellence, 
the Cleaver.  Fusing a comfortable 
curved handle with a full blade 
wielding formidable chopping 
power, this knife cuts through the 
myriad of troubles 
with power!

Sheepdog 

C01c Mini   V3488

Handle: G10
Steel: VG10/154CM Overall: 6.19''

Weight: 3.14oz
System: WasherBlade Length: 2.63''

C1

D1
C2

D2    

C3

C4

Damsteel-Vinland

 Damasteel-Odim Helm
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Unique in appearance, the C01c 
sings praise of its inspiration, the 
epitome of multi-tasking excellence, 
the Cleaver.  Fusing a comfortable 
curved handle with a full blade 
wielding formidable chopping 
power, this knife cuts through the 
myriad of troubles 
with power!

Sheepdog 

C01C    Ki4488 

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 7.74''

Weight: 6.03oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.29''

Unique in appearance, the C01c 
sings praise of its inspiration, the 
epitome of multi-tasking excellence, 
the Cleaver.  Fusing a comfortable 
curved handle with a full blade 
wielding formidable chopping 
power, this knife cuts through the 
myriad of troubles 
with power!

Sheepdog 

C01C   Ki4488L  

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 7.74''

Weight: 6.03oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.29''

L1

L2

A
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Based on the TK Knives Kyre series, 
created over two years of rigorous 
tests, this is a compact knife with 
elegant stylish look and capable of 
striking performance.  A remarkable 
package of style and power, Kyre 
is a fascinating combination of the 
techno-age and  traditional values. 

TK Knives

Kyre   Ki4484  

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 7.80''

Weight: 4.23oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.43''

A1

A2
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Powerful and easy to wield, this 
quick blade packs the impact of its 
namesake, Thor’s hammer, 
in its sharp edge.  Our first M390 
/ Titanium production knife, the 
Mjolnir makes an  auspicious 
entrance from TK knives.  

TK Knives

Mjolnir    Ki4494  

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Steel: M390 Overall: 8.41''

Weight: 4.66oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.72''

Based on the TK Knives Kyre series, 
created over two years of rigorous 
tests, this is a compact knife with 
elegant stylish look and capable of 
striking performance.  A remarkable 
package of style and power, Kyre 
is a fascinating combination of the 
techno-age and  traditional values. 

TK Knives

Kyre   V4484  

Handle: G10
Steel: VG10/N690 Overall: 7.80''

Weight: 3.97oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.43''

A1/N1

A2/N2
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A slender, stylish, and unique 
gentleman's folder, the Splinter 
blends in so well that it is easy to 
forget it's in your pocket. 
The handle texture makes operation 
easy, as well as giving the knife a 
style that is unique and charming. 
This is one splinter that you will 
actually be longing to get.

Tomcat Knives

Splinter    Ki3457

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 7.48''

Weight: 2.58oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.34''

A1

A2

A3
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A slender, stylish, and unique 
gentleman's folder, the Splinter 
blends in so well that it is easy to 
forget it's in your pocket. 
The handle texture makes operation 
easy, as well as giving the knife a 
style that is unique and charming. 
This is one splinter that you will 
actually be longing to get.

Tomcat Knives

Splinter    V3457

Handle: G10
Steel: N690 Overall: 7.48''

Weight: 2.36oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.34''

A splendidly crafted gentleman's 
tactical folder with flowing lines 
machined into the Titanium handle, 
this clip point knife is a pure style 
combined with practical simplicity 
and strength. The River Cat holds 
in its S35VN premium steel blade 
stunning performance to match the 
looks. Get the impressive River Cat, 
and you'll fall in love with its 
daily company.

Tomcat Knives

River Cat    Ki4456

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 7.74''

Weight: 4.58oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.34''

N1

N2
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Simple, robust, all-purpose knife is 
the backbone of the design behind 
the T1.  Easy to carry for every 
day uses, the wide blade creates 
the perfect blade geometry.  An 
integrated lanyard hole in the 
backspacer makes for the perfect 
retention spot.

Uli Hennicke

T1   Ki3490

Handle: 6AL4V Titanium
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 7.55''

Weight: 4.30oz
System: WasherBlade Length: 3.20''
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A fixed blade companion to the T I, 
the T 2 features a full flat ground 
blade for all cutting tasks in the 
outdoor or EDC tasks.  
A full sized knife with a compact handle, 
T 2 comes with a lanyard hole allowing 
for a personalized grip extension.

Uli Hennicke

T2   1021

Handle: G10
Steel: CPM-S35VN Overall: 7.87''

Weight: 6.24oz
System: KydexBlade Length: 3.74''

A1

A2

Handsome, ergonomic and fast!  
The Sealion was born to be a 
quick knife flowing in the hand 
with a finesse and speed playing 
tricks on the eyes .

Handsome, ergonomic and fast!  
The Sealion was born to be a 
quick knife flowing in the hand 
with a finesse and speed playing 
tricks on the eyes .

Uli Hennicke

Sealion  1027Sealion   Ki4509

Handle: G10
Overall: 8.11''
Weight: 5.12oz
System: Kydex                                         Blade Length: 3.66''

Steel: VG10
Handle: 6AL4V Titanium

Overall: 7.77''
Weight: 3.72oz
System: Caged Ceramic Ball BearingsBlade Length: 3.38''

Steel: CPM-S35VN

Ulrich Hennicke
A1

A2
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Size:  2.48” Weigth: 0.23ozSteel:  Titanium 

120 Decibels of intense high-pitch
sound will draw attention at once,
the HAND GROUND body gives
each whistle an unique appearance,
no two are the same.Once the 
group is all gathered,the integrated 
bottle openermakes sure a good 
time is had by all.

Azo

Siren    T106

1 2 3 

1
2
3

Lanyard Hole  

Bottle Opener
Whistle

A3A2A1
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Size:  2.38” Weigth: 1.28ozSteel:  Stainless steel

Small and tough, this little tool will 
be there when you need it the most.  
Equipped with Metric or Standard 
measurements, its stainless steel 
construction ensures this little 
piggy won't built anything easily 
blown away.

Azo

Peccary    T107

1

4

2

5

3

6

Lanyard Hole

Scraper

(A1:Metric/A2:Standard) Hex wrench

Bottle opener

Nail Puller

Flat Head Screwdriver   

1 2 6543 

Size:  6.70” Weigth: 0.77ozSteel:  Titanium 

Never again have a moment where 
you "need it but don't have it".   
The perfect tool for an impromptu 
picnic, take it anywhere and always 
be ready to dig in.

Azo

Fest    T306

32 1

1
2
3

Lanyard Hole   

Bottle Opener
spork  
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Size:  3.74” Weigth: 0.40ozSteel:  Titanium 

Never again have a moment where 
you "need it but don't have it".   
The perfect tool for an impromptu 
picnic, take it anywhere and always 
be ready to dig in.

Azo

Fest    T307

1 2 3 

1
2
3

spork

Lanyard Hole  
Bottle Opene  

Size:  2.57” Weigth: 0.05ozSteel:  Titanium Size:  8.66” Weigth: 1.54ozSteel:  Titanium 

Sometimes the smallest things can 
prove to be big irritations.  Let us  
help keeping those trouble pinned 
away.

No explanations needed,this 
ubiquitous tool will prove its 
worth no matter your purpose.

AZO AZO

Toothpick    T308 Ti-Chop    T309
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Size:  3.50” Weigth: 0.91ozSteel:  Titanium 

From a Swiss army knife, the love 
of knives and tools grew like a fire 
inside him.  From serving in the Air 
Force to being a Network Engineer, 
even during his continuous pursuit 
as a MMA practitioner, the desire 
to create unique, creative and 
functional designs always drove 
him on.

An inseparable part of the gears for 
the modern knight!  Inspired by the 
classic battle axe from the medieval 
days of yore, the PryAxe stands 
ready to guard against any peril and 
fell even the sturdiest of foe.

Eddie Diaz

Pry-Axe    T109

1

4

2

5

3

6

Nail Puller

Hex Bit Holedr

Bottle opener 

Mini Pry Bar

Hex Drivers(5/16、1/4、3/8）

Flat Head Screwdriver   

1 2 6543 

Size:  2.96” Weigth: 0.49ozSteel:  Titanium 

Well known for his marine themed 
creations, Picaroon Designs hails 
from Europe with unique rendering 
of everyday tools in its trademark 
motif.

Picaroon Tools

Deadfish    T102

1

4

2

5

3

6
7

Lanyard Hole

Pry Bar

Hex Bit Holedr

Nail Puller

Cap Lifter

Flat Head Screwdriver   

Cap Twister

1 2 7 5 643 

Combining 7 functions in a 
lightweight package, this little tool 
is not content to be left on the sand. 
With an unique shape, ultralight 
Titanium construction and versatile 
utilities, you’ll ask how you got 
along without it.
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Size:  3.35” Weigth: 0.75sozSteel:  Titanium 

From a young age, Julian always 
felt at peace with design and craft. 
During his studies in industrial / 
product design at SFSU, he made 
the transition to precision CNC 
machined products catering to the 
tactical community as well as first 
responders and law enforcement.

JK Designs

JK Talon Pry    T110

1

4

2
3

Lanyard Hole

Bottle Opener

Hex Drive
Pry Bar

1 2 432

From everyday use to the tactical, 
you will find many use for this 
stylish and handy tool.  Equipped 
with a lanyard slot, 5/16” and 
3/8” hex wrenches, and a flat head 
pry tip, the JK Talon will see you 
through each crisis.
law enforcement. 

Size:  4.31” Weigth: 0.85ozSteel:  S35VN

From his childhood, Evgeny was 
already playing with mechanical 
devices, kindling his love for the 
finer points of polished and cold 
metal surfaces. Combined with his 
love of the different outdoors and 
studies in Mechanical Engineering, 
that passion was always ninspiration 
to create easy to carry and easy to 
use knifes and tools.

Evgeny Polukhin

Crocotool    T111

1

4

2

5

3

6

Pry Bar

Bottle Opener

Wirebreaker

Blade

Hex Drivers

Can Opener

1 2 5 643 

Elegant in its simplicity, the 
Crocotool combines irreplaceable 
tools in a small body,maximizing 
its effectiveness. Fitted comfortably 
on the keychain or in the pocket, 
this reliable tool will be the good 
friend helping you with EDC tasks  
whereever you may go.

JK Talon Pry 
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